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Figure 1: Theoretical trade off between embodied and operating energy
(reproduced from Copiello, 2017d)

Figure 2: Literature data showing OE and EE for domestic case studies
(n=163). Pairs of data are either primary or final energy, new build or retrofit.

Modern and lower-energy buildings use more
material; some LCEA studies suggest EE might
exceed OE over a specified lifespane

Yet, a literature review and meta-analysis reveals
a contrary trend. It suggests that EE might not
increase with low OE buildings.

Evaluate pre-and post-retrofit OE using building models such as IESVE or PHPP.
• Building variables; typology, physical properties, heating
systems, occupancy, orientation, and climate.
Derive retrofit EE using life-cycle databases.
Identify factors in EE which relate most strongly to building fabric
performance. By integrating this with the outcomes from the
building models, develop a framework for evaluation of OE and EE
with a focus of building fabric.
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Can an optimal balance between invested embodied
energy and the resulting operating energy savings be
identified for UK “Fabric First” retrofits?
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All OE, y = x
New Build, EE, process, primary; y = -0.0470x + 29.2
New Build, EE, IO/H, primary; y = -0.0218x + 138
New Build, EE, process, final; y = -0.0846x + 32.3
Retrofit, EE, process, primary; y = -0.0456x + 9.29
Retrofit, EE, IO/H, primary;
Retrofit, EE, process, final y = -0.0726x + 24.5;
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Makes EE information routinely accessible to building designers or
policy makers.
Enables the importance of EE to be highlighted and recognised.
Ensures that interventions to existing housing stock are well
designed, reduce life cycle energy demand, and extend the
longevity of dwellings.
Secures high quality housing, and low operating costs for society.

